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[57] ABSTRACT 
A tubular graphite containing shaft is connected to a 
metallic hosel, or the like. The hosel contains a bore. 
a pin is received in the hosel and shaft bores. and a 
sleeve fits over the hose] and shaft to bridge the ends 
thereof and to extend beyond the end of the pin in the 
graphite shaft bore typically, the pin and sleeve are 
bond connected to the hose] and shaft, as via a cured. 
flexible, bonding agent, 

6 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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GRAPHITE‘ SHAFT CONNECTION TO GOLF CLUB 
‘ HOSEL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to the connection of 5 
implement shafts and heads, wherethe- shafts contain 
substantial amounts of graphite; more particularly, it 
concerns the connection of graphite golf club shafts to 
hosels. ' 

Graphite filament golf club shafts have recently be 
come favored by golfers due to their extremely light 
weight characteristics; however, the connection of such 
shafts to hosels presents the problem of avoiding frac 
ture of the shaft during use of the club. In this regard, 
the radial compressive strength of a tubular graphite 
shaft is 'unsatisfactorily low, while bending strength is 
high. Also, the connection should be such as to present 
a smooth transition between the hosel and shaft. While 
attempts have been made to‘overcome these and other 
problems, none of which I am aware have-incorporated 
the unusual advantages in structure, mode of operation 
and results as now'afforded by the present invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is a major object of the invention to provide solu 

tions to the above problems, as well as to provide a con 
nection between an implement head and shaft, as de 

''scribed, and incorporating the unusual advantages as 
will appear. Basically, and in accordance with the in 
vention, the hosel and light weight, graphite ‘containing 
shaft are formed to extend in end-to~end relation, with 
a pin received in aligned bores in these elements and 

. connected to the latter; and a sleeve is fitted over the 
hosel and shaft in‘ bridging relation to the ends thereof, 
the sleeve connected with these elements and extend 
ing endwise beyond the end of the pin received in the 
shaft bore. Asa result, the shaft is strengthened at its 
locus of connection to the hosel, and in such manner 
that despite its relatively low radial compressive 

' strength the shaft will not fracture at such locus during 
usage. Also, the sleeve and hose] extents adjacent‘ the 
sleeve ‘end provide an exteriorly smooth transition 
proximate their juncture, as will appear. 
Additional objectsinclude the bonding of the pin to 

the shaft and hosel bores, and preferably employing a 
?exible bonding agent; and the bonding of the sleeve to 
the shaft and hosel employing a ?exiblebonding agent. 
These and other'objects and advantages of the inven 

tion, as well as the details of. an illustrative embodi 
ment, will be more fully, understood from the following 
description and drawings, in which: 

DRAWING DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 is an elevation showing a golf club incorporate. 
ing the invention; . 
FIG. 2 is a section on lines 2--2 of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

An implement, asfor example a golf club, incorpo 
rating the invention includes a hosel or the like and a 
tubular shaft to be connected with the hosel, the shaft 
containing graphite ?bers and resin. Other representa 
tive implements include tennis rackets, badminton 
rackets, etc. The representative golf club 10 shown in 
the drawings includes a steel hosel 11 and a graphite 
?lament shaft 12, which is normally tubular. Merely as 
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illustrative, the club also includes a handle 13 and a 
club head 14. 
Extending the description to FIG. 2, the hosel and 

shaft‘exte'nd in end-toend relation at interface 15, the 
hosel havingan end bore 16 in alignment with shaft 
bore 17. The diameters of both bores are preferably 
equal. _ , 

An elongated pin 18 is received in the two bores, the 
pin preferably consisting ofa lightweight metal (of spe 
cific gravity less than steel), as for example high tensile 
strength aluminum or aluminum alloy. Note that about 
one-half the pin length extends in bore 16 and about 
one-half the pin length extends in bore 17, for best re 
sults; further, the pin end 18a engages the inner end 
wall 16a of bore 16. Note that the pin is connected with 
the hosel and shaft, and preferably a bonding agent in 
dicated at 1% and 19b accomplishes such connection 
along the pin length. More specifically, the bonding 
agent substantially ?lls the slight annular or near annu 
lar clearances between the pin and the walls of bore 16 
and .17, the agent preferably consisting of a ?exible ep 
oxid‘e cured in situ. One such epoxide is known in the 
trade as high strength, ?exible 3M structural adhesive 
mix: three parts No. 2216A mixed with two parts No. 
22168, products of the 3M Company.‘ . ' 
As a result, the bonding agent will ?ex with the shaft‘ 

and hosel during use of the club, without deterioration. 
and cushions the force transmission between the hose] 
and shaft. ' 

Finally, a relatively thin-walled metal sleeve 20 is fit 
ted over the hosel and shaft in bridging relation with 
the ends thereof at interface 15‘, the sleeve extending 
endwise beyond opposite ends of the pin as indicated 
by sleeve end extents 20a and 20b. The latter may each 
be about V2 inch long, for best results. As a result, bend 
ing stress ‘concentrations during use of the club are 

' minimized, and radial de?ections of the graphite shaft, 
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particularly proximate the'end of the pin and the end 
of the shaft, are contained by the sleeve. A ?exible 
bonding agent 22a and 22b, cured in situ in the clear 
ance betweenthe pin and the shaft and‘hosel peripher 
ies, serves to interconnect these elements, and to ac 
commodate their ?exing without deterioration of the 
bond. Also, the sleeve end 24 terminates proximate 
hosel step shoulder 25, and the sleeve and hosel pro 

_ vide an exteriorly smooth transition at 26; for example 
these elements may have the same external diameter. 
Sleeve 20 may consist of high carbon chrome plated 
steel. 

If desired, an identifying plastic (or other material) 
. ring 28 may be inserted between sleeve end 24 and 
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hosel step shoulder 25, as shown. 
I claim: I ‘ 

1. In a sports implement having a shaft, hosel, an 
meansconnecting said shaft to said hosel, comprising: 
said shaft being tubular and made from graphite ?bers ' 
and resin, said hosel extending from the head of the 
sports implement for a predetermined first distance and 
a predetermined first outer diameter, a hosel step 
shoulder formed at the end of said predetermined first 
distance, said hosel extending ‘from said shoulder a sec 
ond predetermined distance and a second predeter 
mined outer diameter less th‘an said first outer diameter 
and terminating in an end surface, a bore formed in 
said second predetermined distance hosel portion and 
extending from said end surface inwardly thereinto to 
apredetermined distance less than said second prede 



3 
termined distance, said connecting means including a 
uniform diameter solid pin closely received in and ad 
hesively bonded to the hosel bore wall, said pin occupy 
ing substantially the entire length of said bore andaex~ 
tending outwardly beyond said end surface a distance 
approximately equal to said predetermined distance, 
said shaft being positioned over and adhesively bonded 
to substantially the entire exposed pin portion and in 
end-to-end relation to said hosel at said end surface, 
the outer surface of said shaft being aligned with said 
second predetermined outer diameter hosel portion, 
said connecting means further including a sleeve tele 
scopically received over and adhesively bonded to the 
shaft and second predetermined distance hosel portion, 
said sleeve extending endwise beyond both ends of said 
pin, the hosel end of said sleeve terminating adjacent 

' said hosel step shoulder, the outer surface of said sleeve 
being aligned with said first predetermined outer diam 
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eter hosel portion. ' " > 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein the adhesive 
bond material consists of a cured, ?exible epoxide. 

3. The combination of claim 1 wherein said pin con 
sists of a metal having a specific gravity substantially 
less than that of steel. 

4. The combination of claim 3 wherein said pin metal 
consists of aluminum. 

5. The combination of claim 1 wherein the sports im 
plement comprises a golf club. 

6. The combination of claim 1 including an identify 
ing ring inserted between the hosel end of said sleeve 
and said hosel step shoulder, the outer surface of said 
ring being aligned with said outer surface of said sleeve 
and said first predetermined outer diameter hosel por 
tlOrl. 
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